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Extra heavy duty load rated grates for high-speed traffic of 60 GRATES
ton gross vehicle weight, 10 ton wheel load
Load Class E
including solid tire and hard wheeled forklift traffic. Good resistance to impact from struts or metal wheels. All
Load Class E. Extragrates
heavy 20”
dutylong.
load rated grates for high-speed traffic of 60 ton gross vehicle weight, 10 ton wheel load
®

by

including solid tire and hard wheeled forklift traffic. Good resistance to impact from struts or metal wheels. All grates 20" long.

T1400-PG-4
ductile
iron slotted grate.
T1400-PG-4
ductile iron slotted
grate.
Note: MustNote:
use ductile
frames
withiron
grates
Mustiron
use
ductile
frames with grates for class E + C load
for class E + C load rating applications.

rating applications.

T1400-PG-LG-4 ductile iron longitudinal slotted grate.
T1400-PG-LG-4
ductile
iron longitudinal slotted grate. Horizontal
Horizontal slots
for increased intake
ability.

slots for increased intake ability.

T1400-PG-4-13 galvanized ductile iron slotted grate for corrosion

T1400-PG-4-13
galvanized ductile iron slotted grate for
resistance.
corrosion resistance.

T1400-PGV-4-3 ductile iron slotted grate with Type 304 stainless

steelductile
veneer.
with
T1400-PGV-4-3
ironIllustrated
slotted grate
withcast
Typeiron
304 frame and Type 304 stainless
stainless steel
veneer.
Illustrated
with cast
ironorder
frame assembled
and
steel
veneer
assembly.
Must
as illustrated.
Type 304 stainless steel veneer assembly. Must order
assembled as illustrated.

T1400-PGV-LG-4-3 ductile iron longitudinal slotted grate with Type

T1400-PGV-LG-4-3
ductile iron
longitudinal
grate slots for increased intake
304 stainless
steel
veneer.slotted
Horizontal
with Type 304
stainless
steel veneer.
for and Type 304 stainless steel
ability.
Illustrated
with Horizontal
cast iron slots
frame
increased intake ability. Illustrated with cast iron frame and
veneersteel
assembly.
Must order
assembled
as illustrated.
Type 304 stainless
veneer assembly.
Must
order
assembled as illustrated.

T1400-PG-HPP polypropylene heel proof grate for chemical

resistance.(Available
various
colors. Contact MIFAB for selection
T1400-PG-HPP
polypropylene heel in
proof
grate for
chemical resistance.
and minimum order requirement.)
(Available in various colors. Contact MIFAB for selection
and minimum order requirement.)

T1400-PG-SBG fabricated stainless steel (Type 304) bar grate.

T1400-PG-SBG fabricated stainless steel (Type 304)
bar grate.

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING. This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancerwww.mifab.com
and birth defects or other reproductive harm.

MIFAB reserves the right to make changes in material and design without formal notice and obligation.
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